
Tumbulgum and Condong Post Flood Forum Summary 

 

What you told us…. 
 

This was a flood that came so quickly many of us were not prepared for it. It was the biggest flood 
ever. It's so easy to think, if you do what you did for the last flood you'll be ok. We need to make 
new plans. 

There's a lot of local knowledge here. It's the specific local knowledge we need to help us. It's a fast 
catchment and this flood came from multiple catchments. Our local SES have historical and specific 
information. We wish the official channels could use that information. We want river heights and 
speeds and up to date road closures and detailed information from locals. 

At least half of us feel the Emergency Alert came too late to help us. Some roads were closed when 
the evacuation message came through. Some of us received no text at all. It needs to get to all of us. 
If you work away from the area you get nothing and come back to find your home is flooded. It's not 
foolproof!  

Where the evacuation centre is, needs to be on the message too. We understand the number of 
characters is limited, but you can send a message over 2 SMS Texts. Not everyone in our community 
is tech savvy enough for websites and SMS alerts to be the only source of information. Many of us 
have no easy access to a computer, especially when we are working. 

The standardised general messages on ABC radio coverage were not useful. We need specific 
information about our local situation. 

The local FB community networks were helpful for many of us, but we all have to remember not to 
believe everything on social media. We need information coming from different sources so we can 
check it. It would be great to have a call line that brought together the official and local information. 

We lost the NBN for 8 days. We lost river height recordings for 10 hours.  

 

The summary below was collected from the words and ideas expressed and questions posed, at 
the Community Forum in Tumbulgum May 27th 2017.  

The aim of the NSW SES Post Event Community Forums is to listen to the community to enable 
the SES: 

 To build an accurate picture of each community’s experiences and perspectives during 
the recent flood events, and 

 To discuss ways that we can work with communities, to continue to improve their 
preparation, response and recovery to disaster events. 

The forums are a necessary first step in a process to engage the community and support 
strategies that work towards the common goal of building resilience.  

A wide variety of perspectives were shared and they have been brought together here by the 
forum facilitators to give the SES, and other agencies involved in the emergency response an 
understanding of the community’s experiences. The ideas expressed are those of individuals and 
groups who attended the meeting and many of the specific words belong to community 
members. We are very grateful for their input. 



We need a car evacuation plan. 100 cars were lost we need to choose new car evacuation points and 
a way that everyone can get back to town. We are working on that - there are 60 places at SVA and 
other possibilities. 

We see that it is all about integrating and communicating. We want to work together to help new 
people and make sure none of us get caught off guard. We want to work on ways to fill the gaps of 
the official information and warnings. We want to build more links between our community and the 
agencies. We should set up phone trees to reach out to our residents. 

We want to work on planning with the local SES - to look at triggers and timings for actions in the 
community. We want to be a resilient and ready community. We want to make sure that new 
residents understand the reality of living here. We want flood heights on poles around town as a 
reminder to us all. Many of us would like a sounding system in town to warn us to prepare and then 
evacuate. 

What can be done about rubber-neckers? They make things harder in so many ways. We could 
perhaps have permanent signs hinged up, saying Residents and Helpers Only, and protocols for using 
boats in the area. We need to find a solution and we also need to educate people that it's an awful 
thing to do 

 

You had some questions: 
 

1. What happened in this flood event, and what did the SES do? 

NSW SES Response 

Ex tropical cyclone Debbie created an unprecedented, short duration, high intensity severe weather 

event which impacted all river catchments in the Richmond Tweed Region. Moderate to major 

flooding was forecast for areas within North East NSW in river valleys, which were already saturated 

from a Severe Weather Event a week prior to this event. 

  

 Summary of the event: 

o Rainfall forecast figures exceeded initial predictions.  

 The resulting 48 hour recorded rainfall was as high as 721mm at Couchy Creek. 

See the detailed rainfall in Table 1 below. Unconfirmed reports from upper 

catchment areas and ungauged areas were higher than this. 

Table 1 – Bureau of Meteorology Rainfall Totals 

Station Name 

24 hours to 9am  
48 Hr 
Tot 

30 31 

to 
9:00am 
on 31 

Tweed River to Murwillumbah   

Brays Creek 110 339 449 

Bald Mountain 177 436 613 

Tyalgum Bridge 146 374 520 

Eungella 154 432 586 

Kunghur 162 413 575 

Doon Doon 211 391 602 

Palmers Road 216 409 625 



Clarrie Hall Dam 191 402 593 

Uki 198 404 602 

Bray Park (WTP) 153 369 522 

Murwillumbah 133 327 460 

Lower Tweed River   

Upper Rous River (Hopkins Ck) 171 459 630 

Numinbah 194 450 644 

Couchy Creek 214 507 721 

Chillingham 212 412 624 

Boat Harbour 190 478 668 

Murwillumbah (STP)       

Tumbulgum 90 91 181 

Duranbah 45 228 273 

Kingscliff (STP)       

Barneys Point 28 192 220 

Tomewin 194 353 547 

Bilambil Heights 92 234 326 

Banora (STP) 54 193 247 

Clothiers Creek       

Hastings (STP) 28 226 254 

Cudgera Creek 46 337 383 

Burringbar 85 358 443 

 

o NSW SES Richmond Tweed Region received 2322 calls for assistance (most coming in 

within a short timeframe) which included 491 Flood Rescues. The entire Region was 

impacted including a flood of record in Murwillumbah, the first Lismore levee 

overtop since it was built in 2005 and loss of life in the Tweed LGA. 

o NSW SES received 816 Requests for Assistance in the Tweed LGA, which included 

216 flood rescues. 

o Family and Community Services (FACS) have advised a total of 6 Evacuation Centres 

were established to support the evacuations from communities. A total of 896 

persons registered with FACS during this event.  

 

2. Can SES create a low-tech warning system (such as a siren or PA system), with one alarm to 
prepare and one alarm to evacuate? 

NSW SES Response 

This is a question for the Local Emergency Management Committee (LEMC), accessed via your local 
council. Please contact Tweed Council to forward this request to the LEMC. This request has also been 
raised with the Tumbulgum Community Association. A sub group of this committee are currently 
researching this concept and are planning to talk to Council in relation to this request. This sub group 
are also looking at the strategies suggested at the Forum including: car evacuation plans, educating 
newer residents of flood risk and building a street warden program with a phone tree system for 
warning each other. NSW SES and Red Cross are working closely with this group. 

 

 



Tweed Shire Council Response 27/7/2017 

Council’s Floodplain Risk Management Plan recommended various actions to improve local warnings 
including flood predictions to the Tumbulgum gauge.  TSC will continue to liaise with SES and BOM 
regarding the matter. 

 

Siren systems would generally be used in flash flood environments (e.g. Burringbar) and we believe 
there would be more appropriate warning systems available for Tumbulgum given warning times.   

 

3. Can SES provide clear information for evacuation routes, and can there be earlier triggers for 
action? 

NSW SES Response 

Yes. The Evacuation routes for all Tweed Evacuation Sectors can be found on the Tweed Shire Local 
Flood Plan. This can be found on the NSW SES website at: https://www.ses.nsw.gov.au/ . Simply add 
your suburb/town in the Storm, Flood and Tsunami Advice section and click on the link to plans. 
Council may be able to assist with property specific information. 

 

The complexity with the evacuation operations in Tumbulgum is that there are limited evacuation 
routes. Residents can implement their own triggers to evacuate, however our triggers are based on 
best known intelligence from past flood events. 

 

In this event, the Evacuation Warning was issued at 1pm on Thursday 30 March and it gives three 
hours to prepare to evacuate. The corresponding Evacuation Order was issued three and a half hours 
later. 

 

4. Can ABC Radio regularly update our community? 

ABC Radio Response 

ABC North Coast Radio provided 24hr coverage for the first three days of the flood event, including 
half hourly flood updates from the Tweed region (including Tumbulgum). We spoke with various 
authorities i.e.; NSW SES, BOM, local councils….as well as community members on the ground, 
residents, flood warnings & evacuation warnings and orders, businesses etc. Many of our staff were 
out in the community. 

 

Over coverage went across various ABC platforms including ABC Local (Nth Coast), ABC News, ABC 
News Radio, ABC 7pm News, ABC News24, 7:30, ABC Online and various social media platforms. We 
also had extra staff brought in from across NSW to help support the local team across all of these 
platforms.  

 

This coverage included information before, during and after the flood event. We covered the flood 
recovery extensively with regular reporting by staff on the ground as well as outside broadcasts. We 
continue to report on the regions recovery. 

 

5. Where is the best source of information on roads that are open or closed? 

NSW SES Response 

Road information can be sourced from a number of locations.  

• Council websites 

• Myroadinfo.com – also available as a smart phone app 

• Livetraffic.com.au - also available as a smart phone app and on 131 701 

https://www.ses.nsw.gov.au/


6. What can be done to stop rubber-neckers?  

Tweed Shire Council Response 27/7/2017 

Council issued media releases discouraging sightseers due to the impact on clean-up activities and 
emergency works, however it is difficult to limit traffic on open public roads.  Council did implement 
traffic control and will reconsider traffic management in future events. 

 

7. Why did we lose the NBN for so long?  

NBN Response 

NBN will redesign the existing flood platform to elevate the equipment above the height of the 
recent flood event. NBN is also investigating radio transmission link to Clothiers Creek that would 
remove the dependency of that site upon Tygalgah. 

 

8. Can the SES Intel cards be reworked? 

NSW SES Response 

NSW SES continually review their flood planning process and there are technical experts within the 
organisation to do this task. The Intelligence or Flood Action Cards are always checked and updated 
after floods which is important for keeping information current. This is done at a local, Region and 
State level. 

 

9. Can SES provide more information through systems other than computers? 

NSW SES Response 

Computers allow information dissemination of information to large groups of people in a short period 
of time. Distribution platforms include Facebook/Twitter/websites such as Council, BoM and SES sites 
etc.  

 

It is acknowledged that this method has limitations such as the number of people who don’t use 
computers for information and if power is cut. However please note it is just one tool for disseminating 
information to communities. 

  

During emergencies NSW SES use a number of methods to provide up to date information to the 
public. Some of these methods include: 

• Door knocking teams – when available 

• Commercial and ABC radio + TV 

• Emergency Alert phone messaging 

• As well as phone and computer information 

 

People should undertake their own emergency planning and consider how to check on or help their 
neighbours during emergencies. Remember not to rely on just one method of receiving information. 

 

10. Can Emergency Alert, BOM or SES provide clearer information on river heights and water speeds 
in the warnings (standardised messages such as low, medium and high were not useful)? 

NSW SES Response 

Emergency Alerts (EA) are a tool to disseminate a warning message. EAs are issued by voice messages 
to landlines and SMS messaging to mobile phones. The issuing of an EA is confined by the 
requirements of the National Telephone Warning System, including restrictions on the number of 
characters in the voice/SMS messages. When you receive an EA please look for more detailed 



information in a NSW SES Flood Bulletin or Evacuation Warning or Evacuation Order. These products 
will be sent to local media for broadcasting and will be found on NSW SES website and social media. 

 

The NSW SES generates and reviews the content of EA messages, however the delivery of the 
messages is managed through the EA provider, and the voice/SMS messages are computer generated. 
The primary reason for issuing Emergency Alerts (EA) is to provide residents of ‘at risk communities’ 
with the maximum warning time of an impending emergency. 

  

The EA system utilises a polygon that is targeted to the area requiring evacuation and while the 
activation is reasonably accurate, some areas outside of the polygon may receive the EA message and 
some within the area may not receive the messages. Also, the EA system does not have the ability to 
recognise and exclude high spots within the polygon. 

 

Before and during an event, it is important to be aware and keep abreast of current situations via a 
number of communication channels. Listen to your radio, TV, look at websites and talk to your 
neighbours. The EA is one tool for disseminating an important warning message. 

 

11. Can there be more specific local and historical knowledge in warnings? 

Bureau of Meteorology Response 

The Bureau draws on previous events in the development of its flood warnings, and in some cases 
includes this historical flood information to assist in the interpretation of conditions. The Bureau 
takes this question as feedback that the inclusion of historical information is useful, particularly for 
major flooding. The Bureau will endeavour in the future to include more of this information in its 
warnings, with particular note to how the forecasts relate to recent and large historical floods. 
 

12. Can Council, SES and the community create flood markers with flood heights around the 
community? 

Tweed Shire Council Response 27/7/2017 

Signs indicating the 1954 flood level have previously been erected around the Shire, including 
Tumbulgum, to clearly indicate to residents the potential impacts of flooding.  An expansion and 
update of these flood markers has been recommended by the Floodplain Management Committee 
and endorsed by Council and will be undertaken as part of a future program of work to increase 
awareness and resilience in the community. 

 

 

You said thanks…. 
 

We are very proud of the way our community co-ordinated the recovery. Our Community 
Association has really helped our resilience. Our thanks to Jenny and Julie.  We are also grateful for 
all the help we were given. So very many people helped us clean up and move forward: volunteers  
from SES and firies and police, our local Parish, Pottsville Communicare, Global Care, Tim the 
electrician fixing things at no charge, another bunch of sparkies certifying power-boards for free, 
young Zoe, a busload of Buddhists, ACC, two men from Bunnings lifting stuff, Bob, a lady from the 
Tweed taking washing, a young man from Kingscliff who came with food, Orange Sky Laundry, 
Richie, Matt and Matt, the Adventist church, Adriane with a boat, Matt, Neil Mack and his Bob Cat, 
Bushells for 1000 teabags, providers of baked dinners, a man and his wife from Tamworth and many, 
many more. There were helpers from 14 to 70 years old! Community members whose places were 
still under started clearing up for people where the flood waters had gone. As hard as this flood was, 
we saw just how much our community can do, working together. 


